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End Month End 

 

It is hard for people who have worked in accounting and finance departments to imagine not facing 
their dreaded month-end processes each month. Multiview has an initiative to assist our clients in 
eliminating the month-end process, thus the slogan “End Month End.” To us, it is not just a slogan. We 
have clients living in that reality! 
 

Multiview’s Month-End Initiative 
 

The goal of this session is to introduce you to ways to: 

• Get accurate financial data in real-time throughout the month. 

• Work on reconciliations and variance analysis throughout the month. 

• Be ready to start the next month immediately; there is no need to wait for the prior month’s 
entries to be completed. 

• Take advantage of one-time setups. 

• Publish reports electronically straight from the system for both managers and executives. 
 

How Can We Help You End Your Month End? 
 

Multiview offers many features which can save our clients time. This IMUG session will introduce you 
to several of those features; however, we will not be doing a deep dive into any of them in the short 
45-minute meeting time. This document contains a list of features related to reducing time on your 
month-end processes. Be sure to attend other training classes that delve into the details and visit the 
on-line client knowledgebase to learn more on these topics. Also, take this opportunity at IMUG to 
network with Multiview employees and other clients who may already be using these features. 
 

ViewPoint Business Intelligence and ViewSource360 Modules 
 

Evaluation of Budget-to-Actuals Throughout the Month 
Why wait until after the month ends to look for, and deal with, items that might have been miscoded? 
Instead, you can use VPA reports to analyze variances and make corrections throughout the month 
instead of waiting until the end of the month. 
 
The report on the next page shows Actual-to-Budget activity with the variances calculated in both 
dollar amounts and percentages. Conditional formatting was used to highlight a variance over an 
established tolerance level. 
 
This report may be run at any time during the month to look at real-time data. Users may right-mouse 
click and select “View Transactions” to evaluate the list of entries made to that report line. If a 
particular entry catches their attention, they can then drill back to the details of that entry and view 
any documentation that is attached to it. Refer to the Accounts Payable section of this document to 
learn how to correct the coding on an A/P invoice without having to make a separate journal entry. 
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Use VPA Allocation Reports to Calculate and Create Journal Entries 
With Multiview, it is not necessary to use Excel for calculating your cost allocations and then manually 
entering a journal entry. VPA Allocation Reports can be created to run the calculations for you. The 
journal entry will then be uploaded with a few clicks of the mouse in the report screen. 
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In the example above, the Office Expense and Occupancy Expense invoices were coded to a general 
administrative unit when they were entered. The report shown above calculates how much of those 
expenses should be reallocated to each department based on their square footage. Pediatrics General 
occupies 13,400 square feet, or 13.45% of the facility’s whole 99,650 square feet; therefore, the report 
indicates that $21,301 (13.45% of the $158,406 total Office Expenses) and $4,354 (13.45% of the 
$32,379 total Occupancy Expenses) should be allocated to the Pediatrics General business unit. 
 
The report repeats that process for each of the departments shown in the Layers View. To complete 
the allocation journal entry, the user will simply click on “General” and then “Upload” for the journal 
entry to be created for each department. 
 
Save Frequently Run Queries and Pivot Reports 
Don’t recreate the wheel each month and don’t require others to duplicate your efforts! Create your 
custom reports, save them, share them with other users, and even set them to run and refresh 
automatically. You can even have the system alert you to certain results. 
 
This list of Query and Pivot reports has been saved to one user’s personal report library. Any of these 
reports can be viewed by double clicking on the report name instead of having to rerun the report and 
rebuild the pivot table each time.  
 
The alert flag indicates to the user that there are unposted entries for last month. The user can simply 
double click on that report to view the list of unposted journal entries before the month is closed. The 
user can drill directly into the entry and act on it, as appropriate (post, delete, send for review, etc.). 
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Utilize ViewSource360 Data for Analysis 
Summarized data for journal entries is frequently imported from other systems. The most common are 
payroll and electronic medical records (EMR). Once the journal entry is entered, users of the financial 
information may want to know more details so they can explain the whole “financial story” behind that 
journal entry. If they have access, they can log into the source system to obtain the information they 
need. If they don’t have access to the source system, they need to rely on (and possibly wait for) other 
people to obtain the data for them. That type of activity can lengthen the month-end process. 
 
Multiview can ingest the data from other systems into the ViewSource360 module. You can create 
pivot tables and modify query parameters that can be saved and used each month. No more Excel 
gymnastics will be needed in this part of your analysis!  
 
Payroll360, for example, allows authorized users to drill into the payroll details including earnings, 
benefits, deductions, and taxes on a user-by-user, or a department-by-department, basis. The pivot 
table in this example shows Regular earning by department, job type, and shift. 

 
 
Data imported from an EMR such as Cerner or EPIC, will show authorized users all of the details behind 
the patient transactions that generated the revenue and deductions. 
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Accounts Payable Module 
 

Bank Reconciliations 
Bank reconciliations can be extremely time-consuming at the end of each month. So why not do at 
least part of them each day or week as the month goes on? 
 
The most used feature is the Check Clearing interface which allows users to download their bank 
information, run it through an interface, and have the cleared checks automatically marked of as 
cleared with the date and amount cleared indicated for easy reference. 

 
 
Automation of the bank reconciliation can be taken further with the BAI (Bank Administrative Institute) 
transaction codes. A BAI file interface can be used to read these codes, clear transactions, and even 
record journal entries for you! An example would be to use the BAI setups to indicate which account to 
credit Interest Income to and which account to debit Bank Fees Expense to. When the interface reads 
the BAI codes for those transactions on the bank activity report, Multiview creates the journal entries 
to those accounts with the offset being the cash account. And then it will mark the transactions as 
cleared in the bank reconciliation. 
 
Credit Card Functionality 
Instead of waiting for the credit card statement to come at the end of each month, matching receipts 
to it, tracking down missing receipts, and then making one large entry to generate the payment, users 
can enter the transactions throughout the month, so the statement reconciliation and payment 
generation is not a time-consuming process.  
 
This feature provides the ability to designate a bank account as a credit card account.  When a voucher 
is attached to a credit card bank account, the system will automatically generate a dummy check and 
marks the voucher as paid.  This process allows you to record vouchers under the vendor pertaining to 
the purchase, yet pay the credit card issuer.  The bank reconciliation process can be used to reconcile 
your credit card statement. 
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Accounts Payable Invoice Accruals 
Clients frequently tell us that waiting on invoices from vendors at month-end can significantly delay 
their closing date. Multiview offers a method of calculating and creating a reversing accrual entry 
based on a vendor’s past activities. If an invoice is expected, but not received in time, then an accrual is 
created and automatically reverses the next month. 
 
Prepayment Amortization Schedules 
Creating the entry for the amortization of prepaid invoices can be quite time consuming and 
traditionally involves a large Excel file that needs to be updated each month. Of course, saved journal 
entry templates in the General Ledger module can be used to save some time; however, the A/P team 
can fully amortize prepaid invoices in the correct periods at the time they pay them. Entering a voucher 
using the Transaction Type “Prepayment” allows the A/P Specialist to create an amortization schedule 
and create the journal entries in future periods. 
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Adjust Voucher Distribution 
The Budget-to-Actual report analysis may reveal that an accounts payable invoice was coded to the 
wrong Unit and or Account. A correcting journal entry is traditionally not linked directly to the A/P 
transaction for future reference. Using the Adjust Voucher Distribution feature in Multiview will allow 
an authorized user to correct the invoice’s coding while linking the correcting entry directly to the 
invoice itself. This feature can be used even if the invoice has already been posted and paid. The user 
simply needs to locate the voucher in question and indicate that an adjustment is needed. The system 
will automatically create the reversal and create an “Unposted Adjustment” line where the user can 
input the correct information. Once the user completes the process, the status will change to “Posted 
Adjustment.” 
 

 
 

 
General Ledger Module 
 

Account Reconciliations 
General Ledger account reconciliations are traditionally completed in Excel. The account reconciliation 
functionality in Multiview can assist in saving time spent on “Excel gymnastics” at month-end. 
 
The screen capture on the next page shows the screen in which the user will reconcile the Prepaid 
Expenses account #155026 for January through June 2021. The right side of the screen shows the 
invoices that were added to this account during those months, and it also shows the amortization 
entries entered against the account during that time period. Once the activity is reconciled to the 
target balance, then the reconciliation can be closed. 
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Trial Balance Analysis 
Trial balances analysis can be completed in multiple ways. The most straightforward way is to use the 
Trial Balance Analysis menu item in the General Ledger module. It will produce a report with the 
summary on the left side of the screen and the transaction details for the highlighted line on the right 
side of the screen. A user can drill back to view the details of an individual transaction from this screen. 
 

 
 
A Trial Balance by month can be created as a VPA report. The user can then drill back to the 
transactions list for a particular month by selecting a cell, clicking on the right mouse button, and then 
selecting “View Transactions.” An example of the Trial Balance VPA report is shown on the next page. 
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A Journal Transaction Inquiry can also be used to look at a certain account or grouping of accounts. In 
this example, the “Is Child Of” filter was used jointly with the Account Ownership to indicate that the 
Payroll accounts were the group of accounts to be analyzed for April. Additionally, the pivot table is set 
to help analyze payroll costs by Company and by Business Unit. 
 

 
 
Set Cut-off Dates 
There is nothing more frustrating than doing your final analysis of the financial statements and finding 
out that it has become a moving target because another entry was made after you started your 
analysis. Using the “Soft Close” functionality in Multiview will allow you to block additional entries 
being made; however, authorized users can override the cut-off if it is determined that another entry 
does need to be made. These cut-off dates can be set for A/P, A/R, and G/L modules. 
 
Journal Entry Templates 
Keying in the same journal entries month after month is a time-consuming task that can be avoided by 
using journal entry templates.  
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There are a couple of ways to create a template. A user can start from a blank template and key int he 
entry information to be “memorized.” If there is a journal entry that has already been entered once, it 
can be saved as a template without having to re-key the data. 
 
Once the templates have been created, they can be singularly generated each month, or they can be 
added to a designated group to be generated each month. Generating a group of journal entries at one 
time each month is a significant time savings! 
 

 
 
It is important to realize that, if the templates have been created in Open status, they can be edited 
each month before they are posted. 
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Asset Management Module 
 

Journal Entries 
Having the fixed asset records in another system, or in Excel, can take extra time at month-end to 
calculate and enter the journal entry. Multiview’s Asset Management module links directly to the 
General Ledger to create and post the journal entry. To be efficient with fixed asset management, 
users will enter new assets and record disposals or changes to assets as they happen throughout the 
month. At the end of the month, the system will run calculations and create a journal entry. After the 
journal entry is created and reviewed, it can be posted in the G/L with just a click of the mouse. 
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Queries and Records 
The Asset Management module has extensive custom query capabilities. In addition, it can track a 
large amount of information and store scanned documentation for each asset. While the journal entry 
will summarize the depreciation by units, the query reports can break it down on an asset-by-asset 
basis for detailed analysis. 
 

 
 
The Asset Management module also assists with budgeting and long-term strategic planning. The 
monthly projection reports can be run to show depreciation expense on a monthly basis for 10 years. If 
the annual projection reports are run, they will show depreciation expense on an annual basis for 40 
years. 
 

Summary 
This IMUG session and this document are intended to give users an introduction to functionality that 
will assist them in bringing an end to the dreaded “crunch time” at the end of each month. You are 
encouraged to network with other clients and reach out to Multiview staff during the conference. 
Please also use the on-line client knowledgebase to research these topics and start the process of 
implementing the functionality that would be useful to your organization.  
 
Please contact your Client Success Executive to arrange for additional training or to add modules that 
would be helpful to End Month End at your organization. 


